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In an Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), smart meters implement encryption/decryption with Embedded Secure Access Module (ESAM) to
secure communication. However, meters can be attacked by malicious adversaries once the ESAM is cracked. Since smart meters have limited
communication and computing resources and cannot detect malicious code, a cloud-based cyber security protection approach is proposed to detect
malware online. Firstly, the closed and fixed operating environment is utilized to establish and maintain a white list of legal processes in the cloud
security server of the metering center. Thereafter, the operating process detection agent is installed in the smart meters, and all operating processes
are recorded by it. The hash code of each operating process can be established as its identity and submitted to the cloud security server. The meter
containing illegal processes can be identified by comparing it with the white list. The smart meter needs only to calculate and upload the hash code
of processes, which is affordable for smart meters with limited computing and communication resources. The proposed approach can help strengthen
the cyber security defense of an AMI.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

An Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) consists of
smart meters, communication networks, and the front end
system of the metering servers. AMI enables interactions
between the power grid and power users to optimize resource
allocation (Rinaldi et al., 2019; Montazerolghaem et al.,
2018; Bohn et al., 2013). In order to achieve real-time,
two-way, and reliable data transmission, the AMI adopts
an open system and shared information mode to transmit
sensitive information such as electricity price and electricity
consumption, and controls instructions in a heterogeneous
communication environment. However, the AMI can be
compromised by security risks posed by hackers who seek
information (Siryani et al., 2017; Spanò, L. Niccolini et al.,
2015).
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Cyber-attacks on smart meters can breach the user’s privacy
and power consumption data could be altered, resulting in the
potential loss of revenue for power utilities. Moreover, an
attack can send erroneous information to many smart meters
and produce in a large number of power outages (Sun et al.,
2018). In 2009, researchers at the Black Hat Conference in the
United States demonstrated that the worm virus could infect
the smart meters of 15,000 households in one day and cause
widespread power failure. Unlike a dispatch and substation
automation system, the protection of the network security of
an AMI has distinct characteristics:

• Smart meters are distributed on the users’ side. Most
meters communicate with a meter collector via power
line communication and meter collectors communicate
with the head end via General packet radio service
(GPRS) wireless communication.
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• Smart meters transmit sensitive information related to
finance and the users’ privacy, which is vulnerable to
attacks by stakeholders.
• Generally, smart meters are developed with an embedded
system which integrates functions such as metering,
display, and communication (Wolf et al., 2018). Smart
meters have limited computing and communication
resources and it is difficult to implement complex
measures to safeguard smart meters against cyberattacks.
• To enable the integration of new applications, such as
high-density measurement storage, two-way billing, etc.
(Liu and Jiang, 2016; Mosenia et al., 2017), 32-bit
embedded processors, such as ARM, have been utilized
for smart meters with embedded operating systems
such as µClinux to facilitate multi-process management
(Malone et al., 2013; Golde). However, the bugs in the
operating system will exacerbate the risk of cyber-attack.
The hardware encryption security module has been used
for identity authentication and encrypted communication of
smart meters. The built-in encryption algorithm is used for
symmetric encryption with a key length of 128 bit, which
can be used for communication identity authentication and
transmission encryption (Soltan et al., 2018; Haddad et al.,
2015). Since the cyber security of smart meters depends on
the security of the encryption key, scholars have conducted
in-depth research on different types of key negotiation and
distribution. According to the literature, a lightweight key
agreement protocol with a low resource overhead which
takes into account the limited computing and communication
resources (Keemink et al., 2008). (Bingjie et al., 2021 and
Zheng, 2021) also proposed an improved key distribution
management mode for AMI.
It should be noted that once the encryption algorithm is
cracked, smart meters face the threat of cyber-attacks. At the
2014 Black Hat Conference in Europe,researchers cracked the
encryption of the smart meters of a Spanish power grid company using an AES-128-bit symmetric encryption algorithm.
This invades the meter after injection and executes malicious
code. It can tamper with the id code and adjust power readings
for the purpose of power theft. Moreover, it can attack
neighboring meters by cutting out the electricity service. Due
to the limited computing and communication resources of
smart meters, there is a lack of in-depth research on methods
for detecting the intrusion of malicious software. This paper
proposes an approach for detecting malware in smart meters
based on cloud security. Malware detection is implemented
over the cloud to address the problems of detecting malware
in smart meters with limited computing and communication
resources (Adelmira, 2020; Alberto, 2020; Janzene, 2019).

2.

MALWARE DETECTION BASED ON
CLOUD SECURITY

Since the first decade of this century, computing, storage,
and communication resources gathered by networks have
increased substantially. The communication network has
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evolved from a traditional communication platform to a
ubiquitous computing platform. Cloud computing integrates
a large amount of data, storage, and computing resources
distributed over the network, and creates an integrated and
collaborative working environment. Services can be provided
on demand online, which enables users to share and utilize
resources on the open network conveniently. Since cloud
computing can reduce costs through the sharing of largescale resources, which can meet the transient peak demand, it
has developed rapidly in recent years (Jaatun et al., 2013).
A cloud-based security service is the application of cloud
computing in the field of cyber security defense.
Traditionally, code signatures are widely used to detect
malware. In order to keep up with the evolution of malware, a
huge code signatures library containing numerous malicious
codes should be updated frequently in computers. Thereafter,
this enables the suspected files to be examined to determine
whether or not they are malicious (Illera et al., 2014; Guezguez
et al., 2017). With the ongoing development of the Internet
and associated technologies, new viruses continue to emerge.
The capacity of the library of malicious codes is expanding
rapidly and consumes more and more system resources. The
capacity of a typical library of malicious codes is around
100 megabytes, and contains millions of malicious code
signatures. The explosive growth in the number of viruses
is gradually decreasing the efficiency of traditional anti-virus
software which, in turn, greatly reduces system performance
(Chen et al., 2014).
In order to help detect malware in mobile intelligent
terminals with limited computing, storage, and communication resources, a cloud-based security service is proposed
by Namboodiri et al., (2014). Cloud security has evolved
from a combination of P2P, grid, cloud computing, and
other distributed computing technologies. With the malware
detection mechanism for cloud-based security, a computer
can maintain a simple library of local malicious codes, that
contains the most common malicious codes. The local agent
scans the operating program, local files, and website. The
most common malware can be detected within the local
malicious code library, while any other suspicious malware
can be detected with a security vendor server cluster via the
Internet. Since the cloud server has tremendous resources, it
can be connected in real-time and can analyze and process
malicious code, and can capture and analyze more complex
malicious code. In this way, the local malicious code library
can be rather small or not required at all. The composition
of the malware detection system based on cloud security is
shown in Figure 1.
According to the cloud-based security malware detection
system, an agent should be deployed in the user’s computer.
When the client agent identifies a suspicious file, it sends
the hash code of the suspicious file to the cloud server,
which analyzes and judges in three ways: file hash code
comparison, file sample heuristic analysis and rule-based
behavior monitoring analysis.
• When a suspicious file is found, the hash code of the file is
uploaded to the cloud server, and the server compares the
hash code with the blacklist. It generates a solution and
sends it to the client user once the file is on the blacklist.
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Figure 1 Composition of cloud security system.

• When no abnormalities are found in the hash code
analysis of the file, the client agent extracts the file
samples, and the cloud server carries out heuristic
analysis and detection on the file samples, and generates
a solution and pushes it to the client agent if any
abnormalities are found.
• If no abnormalities are found in the analysis of the file
samples, the client agent collects the behavior features of
the file and uploads them to the cloud server. The cloud
server determines whether the file is credible with regard
to its behavior features and sends a solution to the client.
A cloud-based security malware detection system can
significantly reduce the resource demand on intelligent mobile
devices. Moreover, it can direct the mass of intelligent
devices to a malware monitoring site, monitoring the abnormal
behavior of the network in time,intercepting the latest status of
various malware and pushed to the server for in-depth analysis.
Thereafter, the information is processed and the relevant
solutions are distributed to highly-intelligent devices, which
speeds up significantly the response to emerging malwares and
shortens the life cycle of a malicious code. It can effectively
help to cope with serious attack threats.

3.

CLOUD-BASED SECURITY
MALWARE DETECTION IN AMI

Cloud security is characterized by a black list of illegal
programs in a cloud-based security server, so the computing
demand of intelligent devices can be reduced greatly. Unlike
average computers, smart meters have limited computing
resources and cannot conduct heuristic analysis and sample
analysis of suspicious malware.
It should be pointed out that blacklist-based cloud security
protection is a passive security defense mechanism. It
must detect, identify and analyze malware features once
the malware has initiated an attack and caused the damage.
Thereafter, cloud security-based blacklist comparison and
malware detection can limit the scope of malware and reduce
associated attacks and damage.
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Unlike the blacklist, the whitelist is an active approach to
cyber security defense. It adopts a mechanism of authorization
and allows only the authorized legal processes to operate. All
the unauthorized processes are treated as illegal. Because the
operation environment of smart meters is closed and fixed,
the same batch of meters has similar operating processes.
The number of operating processes in each batch of smart
meters together with the name of each process, its size, hash
code, and other relevant information can be recorded in the
cloud security server database to create a white list. When the
legitimate process information in the security server database
changes, it can maintain and update the white list.
At present, smart meters upload the metering data and tariff
data to the database of the metering center. A cloud security
server can be installed in the metering center to detect malware
in smart meters as described in the previous section (He and
Yan, 2016).
• According to the cloud security, the procedure to detect
malware that requires computing resources is transferred
to the cloud security server via a communication
network. Thus, malware in smart meters can be detected
despite limited computing resources.
• Most smart meters operate with a µClinux operating
system, which is a closed fixed environment. The
number of operating processes is limited, including the
embedded operating system and the business process
developed by the manufacturer. Therefore, it is much
less difficult to create a whitelist of legal processes than
a blacklist of illegal processes for smart meters.
• The smart meter client can record the operating processes, calculate 128-bit hash codes of each process, and
then upload the hash codes of all processes to the cloud
security server in the metering center. The hash function
can guarantee the uniqueness identity of the process.
Hence, a smart meter with limited computing resources
can meet the computing performance requirements.
• Despite the continuous upgrading of malicious code, as
long as the hash code calculated in the smart meter is
uploaded to the cloud security server, an illegal process
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Figure 2 Flowchart of malware detection of smart meters with Cloud security.

that is not on the white list can be detected. The
upgrading of malicious code within the life cycle of a
smart meter does not affect the detection of malicious
code.

test, it will be put on the white list. Otherwise, an alert
is issued and on-site staff are advised of the forthcoming
investigation and consequences.
When detecting malware in a AMI based on cloud
security, there are several problems to be noted:

It should be pointed out that due to the limited computing
resources of smart meters, when the cloud security center
detects malicious code in a meter, the meter cannot deal with
the malicious code by itself. A field staff should handle it on
site.
Building a complete and accurate white list of legitimate
program information is essential to the cloud-based cyber
security protection of smart meters. As a closed fixed
environment, AMI is notably different from the average
computer system. When constructing a whitelist, one can
make full use of this to detect and record the name, size, hash
code, and other information about all the processes of a smart
meter. After the initial whitelist is established, the smart meter
malware can be monitored online and the whitelist can be
updated dynamically as shown in the flowchart depicted in
Figure 2.
Cloud security-based malware detection in AMI includes
the following steps:
• Smart meters regularly record all operating processes,
calculate the hash code of each process and submit it to
the cloud security server in the head end.
• The malware detection system of the cloud security
server compares the hash codes of each process with the
whitelist one by one.
• If the hash code of a process is not in the whitelist, the
cloud security server requires the corresponding smart
meter to report to the corresponding process module for
functional and security detection. If it passes the security
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• In order to reduce the communication pressure on the
AMI system, it is necessary to reduce the frequency
and data quantity of smart meter to the cloud. One
feasible method is to periodically compare the history
kept locally in the meter with the history kept in the cloud,
and syncronize the 2 by uploading the difference to the
cloud. This could be done instead of the complete history
having to be repeatedly uploaded. In this way, the traffic
pressure on the AMI can be reduced significantly.
• Due to limited changes in the closed environment, if the
smart meter cannot upload the processes that are not on
the whitelist, this can be done by a human on site, who
can perform functional and security detection and update
the whitelist in the cloud.

4.

EXPERIMENTS

Smart meters are mainly operated with µClinux, µC/OS
and other embedded operating systems. The following
example, combined with µClinux, illustrates the concrete
implementation of the recording process of the smart meter
and the determination of the hash code.
Derived from the Linux 2.0/2.4 kernel, µClinux has most
of the features of Linux and can use almost all Linux
API functions. µCLinux is tailored and optimized for the
embedded micro-control field, forming a highly optimized
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Figure 3 Format of executable file.

and compact embedded operating system with the advantages
of small size, stability, good portability, excellent network
functions, and extensive support for various file systems. This
system is generally utilized for embedded operating systems
with little memory or Flash, and has been successfully applied
in routers, set-top boxes, PDAs and other devices (Hussain
et al., 2018).
In order to reduce the complexity of the system, as well as
the hardware development cost and power consumption, the
memory management unit module is omitted in the hardware
design of the embedded system of µClinux. Hence, the system
cannot automatically allocate memory space for the process
when the executable file is started. The system developer
needs to manage the required physical memory and its storage.
In order to adapt to the unique operating environment without
memory management unit, µClinux system adopts the flat
executable file format, the structure of which is shown in
Figure 3.
In a Linux system, a process generally consists of a
code segment and a data segment that contains initialized
global variables, a BSS segment that contains uninitialized
global variables and static variables, and a stack segment that
contains automatic variables and local variables. When a
process starts loading memory, the memory management unit
carries out the virtual address space. Because the embedded
system has no memory management unit for virtual memory
management, µClinux adopts the real memory management
strategy to directly access the physical memory through the
address bus. All the addresses accessed by the process are
actual physical addresses in a running space. Due to the lack of
a system memory management unit, dynamic libraries cannot
be used in µClinux, so the loaded applications are all statically
compiled and connected. The connector only gives an offset to
the segment base address. This offset is put into a unified reloc
segment, and when the program is loaded, the actual physical
address is obtained by adding the actual segment base address
and offset.
In the µClinux system, the program first scans all processes,
and then obtains information about each process one by one,
including the memory size and other details. It can find
the process of the code corresponding to the memory range
according to the reloc offset. After reading this memory series,
MD5 and SHA algorithm can be used to calculate the codes
of the process. Thereafter, the smart meter uploads the hash
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codes of all processes to the cloud security server to detect the
malware.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

A cloud security-based approach is proposed in this paper to
strength the cyber security defense of smart meters that have
limited computing and communication resources. Since smart
meters are in a fixed and closed environment, the whitelist
is used to provide active cyber security defense. The smart
meters record all operations and calculate the hash codes of
all processes. Thereafter, the hash codes are uploaded to the
security server in the metering center. If the hash code of a
process is not in the whitelist, a malware can be identified as it
is not recorded in the security server. Since smart meters with
limited computing resources can record and calculate the hash
codes of all processes, the proposed approach can strengthen
the cyber security of smart meters and detect malware online.
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